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1

Of the many accepted predictors of survival in an

adult population, one is a measure of cardiac perfor-

mance: ventricular ejection fraction.

The effort to deepen the understanding of the

predictors of death in different forms of cardiac disease

or in non-cardiac diseases wherein cardiac death rate is

increased, has led, of course, to deeper probing of

underlying non-cardiac pathophysiology, e.g., of diabe-

tes, as well as to correlations of survival with an

observable for which there may have been no recogniz-

able direct mechanistic significance at the time of the

recognition of that observable’s significance.

The contribution of Aggarwal et al1 brings to the

discussion a new and highly unexpected data point. In

end-stage renal disease, an important and epidemic

disease where cardiac death, in the sum of many forms,

takes a high toll, the authors study a nuclear cardiologic

measure of ventricular performance, phase bandwidth,

and surprisingly they find a significant correlation with

survival in the largest series studied to date (close to a

thousand patients). Adding to the significance of their

findings, is the peculiar simplicity of the analysis, for

they apply simple cut-offs to the FFT-derived first

harmonic’s bandwidth, and discover a clear survival

advantage of smaller bandwidth. (This appears particu-

larly important in a field of imaging where the last word

has not yet been written on data analysis and optimal

technique for deriving meaningful bandwidth measures,

a matter to which we shall return in Section 3.)

To appreciate fully the significance of the singling

out of phase bandwidth—a measure of ventricular

performance quite independent of ventricular func-

tion—it is useful to start with a discussion of heart

physiology.

Classical determinants of cardiac performance include

contractile state (contractility, or elastance in the frame-

work of Sagawa and co-workers2), ventricular myocardial

mass, rate, afterload, preload and other optimizable atrial

determinants of cardiac filling, and diastolic function as a

ventricular determinant of ventricular filling. Contractility

and optimized preload and afterload are all directly

reflected in ventricular ejection fraction.

To the systolic measures, we must add synchrony

explicitly. For, independently of contractile state,

enhanced synchrony improves stroke volume. Consider

the patient with good contractility and a large compliant

apical aneurysm, a portion of stroke work will be

expended in filling the aneurysm, a useless cycle that

reduces cardiac output. And in other patients with dilated

heart and depressed contractility, more subtle inefficien-

cies are introduced by dyssynchrony that similarly reduce

cardiac output, other things being equal.

The pressure-volume relation that is the foundation

of Braunwaldian cardiac performance analysis, does not

directly reflect the presence or absence of synchronous

contraction within the ventricle. In the patient with a
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large apical aneurysm, obviously, the aneurysm’s vol-

ume is counted simply as part of the ventricular volume,

and the wasted work of filling the aneurysm—and the

emptying of the aneurysm out of phase with the

ventricular emptying—are completely invisible to the

analysis. Only a larger volume and reduced aortic

ejection come into the equations. Now it is not due to

some form of carelessness that this is overlooked in

pressure-volume relation analysis, but simply to a choice

of mechanistic model that excludes it specifically. In the

foundational analytical work of Suga and Sagawa, for

example, all models presented share the assumption,

‘‘B.3: [That a]ll … fibers contract simultaneously.’’2

The advances in physiology that underlie the

appreciation of synchrony have been long in coming

and may of course eventually be incorporated into

mainstream models.

All this would remain an insignificant footnote in a

Physiology text or obscure journal article of interest

only to cardiac physiologists, but for the contribution of

this paper. For this paper’s data can be marshaled to

make a case that synchrony (or maximized or relative

synchrony) is an exceptionally important measure.

Based on the data of Aggarwal et al,1 synchrony stands

alone among the determinants of cardiac performance in

being an independent predictor of survival. And further,

it is alone in being a predictor whose utility in predicting

survival may persist even in the presence of normal

ejection fraction.

2

In this section, we shall review the findings of this

new seminal paper in the area of risk stratification and

LV function.

With a primary endpoint of all-cause mortality, 828

consecutive adult patients with end-stage renal disease

were evaluated for predictors of survival from SPECT

myocardial scintigraphy. They were identified as patients

with renal disease severe enough to warrant consideration

for renal transplantation—in fact, referral for renal trans-

plantation was an inclusion criterion, and 1,687

consecutive adult patients were evaluated. The patients

were consecutive, with a male:female ratio of 55:45 and

with average serum creatinine concentration 7.9 mg�dL-1.

They were studied at a single center, The University of

Alabama – Birmingham (Birmingham, AL, USA). Exclu-

sion criteria included wide QRS (whether due to ventricular

pacing or to left bundle branch block), absence of properly

collected and complete data, and resolution of kidney

disease (by transplant), which removed 859 patients,

leaving 828 consecutive patients with end-stage renal.

Characteristics of the population were as follows.

The average age was 53 years old. Diabetes mellitus

was present in 60% of the patients, hypertension in

almost all (94%), and cerebrovascular disease in only

3%.

Electrocardiogram was normal (mean QRS duration

0.081 seconds) and average ejection fraction was 55%,

with only 7% of patients having a morbidly depressed

ejection fraction of EF \ 35%. They were studied with

stress and rest imaging with an isobutylnitrile class

radiotracer.

Perfusion imaging was abnormal in 41%, with

reversible perfusion defects in only 3% and with a fixed

defect in 4.8%, the latter designation encompassing not

only scar but also artifact and hibernating myocardium.

Mean LV mass was 167 ± 1 g, exceeding a normal

mean by more than two standard deviations.

Synchrony was assessed by the technique of Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) applied to the three-dimen-

sional SPECT data set. This was used to obtain just the

phase distribution for the first harmonic. Phase distribu-

tion was used to derive two measures, phase bandwidth

and phase standard deviation. No time domain measures

were used and no measures derived from Fourier

decomposition of higher harmonics were used.

The findings were quite striking.

Mortality was high—35% during the period of

follow-up. Mean LVEF was lower in the group who died

than in the group that survived—52 ± 0.7% as com-

pared with 56 ± 0.5%, but this difference of 4% is

certainly expected both a priori, and based on the fact

that that morbidly low EF was present in 9% of the

patients who died vs 5% of the patients who survived.

Of the other nuclear scintigraphy derived data, there was

no difference in the pattern of perfusion defects in the

patients who died vs those who survived.

But the phase bandwidth showed a significant

difference for those who died vs those who survived

(73� ± 2.6� vs 66� ± 1.8�, P = .02). And ‘‘[A] Kaplan-

Meier analysis revealed a stepwise increase in mortality

with increasing [phase bandwidth] … in tertiles.’’1

There was a 7.2% annual mortality for patients with

higher phase bandwidth, compared with a 5.6% annual

mortality for patients with lower phase bandwidth

(P \ .005). This is a 28% higher mortality—that is

(7.2%-5.6%)/(5.6%)—which is predicted specifically by

the phase bandwidth.

This datum is obviously highly significant for the

field. And it is more significant if it is proven, as this

study tries to do, for the particularly tough model of

chronic and end-stage renal disease, where ejection

fraction is not low, or not exceptionally low, and where

muscle mass is preserved or elevated in comparison with

other clinical contexts where the cardiac death rate is

similarly elevated. It may extrapolate to large popula-

tions with hypertension or to large populations with
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diabetes mellitus—the datum may prove foundational

for hypothesis-building in nuclear cardiology.

These, to be brief, are the findings of this important

study. It is on the basis of these findings that we regard

this paper as seminal and prismatic. Looking back a few

years from today, it is precisely this datum that will

probably have thrust phase bandwidth into center stage,

irrevocably, for risk stratification for death.

3

The present section comprises a critique of method.

We shall review briefly the sorts of error one can make

in analyzing synchrony. This goes to the question, ‘‘Is

the basic finding of this seminal paper founded on solid

science?’’

We shall discuss first the artifacts of time domain

measures, which are carefully avoided by Aggarwal

et al.1 Then we will discuss shortcomings of the use of

SPECT data for Fourier analysis.

The time domain measures used by other authors

basically compare the timing of contraction of one wall

vs the opposed wall. These measures are ubiquitous, but

all share a common important artifact.

In contrast to Fourier analysis, a frequency-domain

measure, these measures do not restrict analysis to

movement with the same frequency as the heart beat.

Therefore, both constant-velocity and random displace-

ments will affect them.

Consider the effect on an assessment of the timing

of onset of contraction of the near wall. If we param-

eterize wall movement as a Taylor series then right at

the turnaround time the edge movement may have the

equation

x ¼ x0 � Ct2 þ � � � ;

where x0 is a constant, the end-diastolic dimension, C is a

constant with units of cm�second-2 and … refers to

higher order terms. Thus, the wall coordinate was getting

closer and closer to x0 as time elapsed in the period prior

to time t = 0, which is the time the wall starts moving in

the opposite direction, and the wall coordinate gets

smaller and smaller as time elapses in the period after

time t = 0. For the far wall one has the equation

x ¼ Ct2 þ � � �

and the wall coordinate had gotten closer and closer to 0

as time elapsed in the period prior to time t = 0, and

then the coordinate gets larger and larger. (The coordi-

nate of the midpoint of the ventricle in this

parameterization is x0/2).

The fact that t = 0 is the time of onset of contrac-

tion may be determined by inspection, or by equating the

derivative to zero. For the near wall

dx

dt
¼ �2Ct

and this is equal to zero precisely at t = 0. For the back

wall,

dx

dt
¼ þ2Ct

and this too is equal to zero precisely at t = 0. Thus, the

movement of these two opposed walls is seen to be

synchronous.

But what is the effect of rectilinear heart movement or

random heart movement? If the x-component if the heart’s

velocity right at the time of the onset of contraction is v0, a

constant, then the dynamical equations are

x ¼ x0 þ v0 � t � Ct2 þ � � �

for one wall and

x ¼ v0 � t þ Ct2 þ � � �

for the other.

Taking the derivative of each of these, we get

dx

dt
¼ v0 � 2Ct

for the first and
dx

dt
¼ v0 þ 2Ct

for the second. When we equate each of these to zero,

we find the artifact: the apparent onset of contraction has

been shifted forward by
v0

2C

for the one wall, and backward by the same amount for

the other, so that there appears to be dyssynchrony,

when there really is not. And two opposite walls that

appear synchronous by this time domain measure,

actually are not synchronous, but have a difference of

timing of
v0

C

between them. Since it is obviously impracticable to have

anything like a moving detector synchronized to the

movement of the center of mass of the intraventricular

blood of the heart, it is perhaps impossible to eradicate this

artifact. Hence time domain measures can not easily be

used in synchrony studies. As mentioned, Aggarwal et al

are to be complimented for correctly avoiding any time

domain measure altogether, so this artifact does not exist

in the present paper.1 We agree with Aggarwal et al that all

measures of synchrony or dyssynchrony should be valid

frequency-domain measures.

We turn now to certain shortcomings that attend the

use of SPECT data for Fourier analysis.
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Fourier phase imaging was introduced for

MUGA3-9 and is based on the use of the Cooley-Tukey

FFT, applicable to MUGA and first-transit studies. For a

certain class of wall movements, however, there is a

significant difference between application of the meth-

odology to SPECT imaging of isobutylnitrile class

perfusion tracers, vs MUGA.

In MUGA and in first-transit radionuclide angio-

cardiography, obviously the blood pool is the emitter (is

‘‘lit up’’). Consider the differences inhering in the use of

Cooley-Tukey FFT for estimating phase relevant to the

contraction of normal heart, when the wall is lit up, and

the blood pool is not. Now the wall is not simply a

boundary (like the edge of the blood pool in a gated

blood pool [MUGA] scan), rather it is a lamina. A

lamina differs from a boundary in that a lamina is

constituted by two boundaries, that is, the boundary

between the non-emitting lumen and the emitting wall,

and then adjacent to this the boundary between the

emitting wall and the extracardiac nonemitting space.

Each point on the wall may be viewed as a source to

which a point source function applies.10 The wall is a

lamina or surface, each point of which is a point source.

Now the lamina translates radially a distance on the

order of 14 mm (in the absence of severely depressed

left ventricular function), an excursion that exceeds the

typical thickness of a wall. Taking the point source

function to be a function of x and choosing x to coincide

with a ventricular radius (Figure 1A-C), the effect of

cardiac contraction is to translate the wall back and forth

across the voxel. Let this voxel be at x = 0. (The choice

of origin is obviously arbitrary and a constant translation

may be performed once for all points with no loss of

generality.) We proceed to derive the time-activity curve

for a certain class of wall movements relevant in this

case, from the dynamical equation for a simple model,

and from the standard point source function.

Now the functionality of the point source function

may be assumed to be

A � e�x2

which we can write as

e�x2

without loss of generality by choosing units to make the

maximum of A equal to 1.1

The effect of translation, for the class of wall

movements that we wish to consider, is

x! x� sin xt;

where the lowercase x is the fundamental frequency, or

the so-called first harmonic. By taking the coefficient of

sin xt to be unity we are restricting the group of

movements to those having a certain relationship to wall

thickness. Also we will make the assumption, correct

because of the abnormally thick heart, that apart from

translation, the functionality of the source changes little

during systole. (While this applies to a hypertrophied

A B

C    

x

Figure 1. (A) The ventricular myocardium at end-diastole is
depicted in black. The excursion is indicated by the one-
headed arrow, and the ventricular radius along which the
excursion will occur is indicated by a dotted line. (B) The
ventricular myocardium at end-systole is depicted now in
black, and the previously drawn (A) ventricular myocardium at
end-diastole is now depicted in gray. The ventricular radius
along which excursion occurs sinusoidally is again indicated
by the dotted line. A two-headed arrow partially identifies the
excursion. (C) The previously drawn representation is
redrawn, rotated to the right. The ventricular radius is used
as the x-axis, with the Origin (indicated by the curved arrow)
chosen to be in the middle of the excursion. Distance
normalization is indicated by the curved bracket, where units
of distance along x are so chosen that the excursion is defined
as 2 U. The rationale for this is that the full oscillation ± sin t
or ± cos t equals 2 U.

1 Units of distance are discussed below and in the figure

legend but the present discussion regards amplitude units. A is

essentially a constant. Thus, the amplitude may be normalized

so that 1 U is equal to the maximum value of the function

along the radius. This factor A is equal to the L? (supremum)

norm
Aðx; tÞj j1¼ ess sup Aðx; tÞj j;

Footnote 1 continued

which denotes the smallest value that bounds the function every-

where along the radius at any time.11
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heart, the same assumption may be correct for different

reasons in a thin or scarred wall that is displaced during

cardiac contraction without appreciable thickening.)

Therefore, the correct function for a voxel of

interest along this radius is

e�ðx�sin xtÞ2

and for what is of interest to us, the voxel at the

midpoint of the excursion where x * 0, we have

e� sin2 xt:

But this may be written out

1� sin2 xt þ sin4 xt

2
� sin6 xt

6
þ � � � þ

a convergent infinite series that may be approximated by

any partial sum with remainder less than the subsequent

term—since this is an alternating series12,13—which

means that for an n term approximation the remainder

approaches zero as 1/n! or is o(1/n!) using the Landau-

Symbol o.14

Choosing to approximate this by the first two terms

only, we have, by a trigonometric identity

1� sin2 xt � 1

2
þ 1

2
cos 2xt

and this is a correct expression for the functional form of

the voxel’s time-activity curve for this class of wall

movements at this location on the radius.

This being the functional form of the voxel’s time-

activity curve, the Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm as used

here is incomplete and possibly inadequate (if not

inappropriate), since there is no ±sin xt and no ±cos xt

term whatsoever. There is simply no fundamental

frequency dependency of this voxel’s time-activity

curve for this class of movement.

Other authors have addressed this problem, in the

pages of this journal, by use of higher harmonics. The

authors of the paper under discussion cite one of those

studies where FFT-derived measures of synchrony in

end-stage renal disease patients included a higher

harmonic, that of Chen et al.15 But the authors do not

question the analytical assumption that only the first

harmonic phase is an important figure of merit in

assessing synchrony. That previous work’s data, how-

ever, refute that assumption, for the second harmonic’s

amplitude coefficient is of exactly the same order of

magnitude as that of the first harmonic, and the

derivation presented above gives reason to believe that

it is no artifact or accident for this to have been the case.

In that paper, the third harmonic’s coefficient is a tenth

as large, so by the Riesz-Fischer theorem16 and by a

consideration of the sources of noise, this three-har-

monic data reduction has much to commend itself,

theoretically, and two harmonics could well be

adequate. But one harmonic may fail to capture all the

important information about synchrony—one harmonic,

as is presented here, will simply fail to capture the wall

movement information at a location close to the wall

edge for the class of wall movements identified here.

Fitting with a FFT algorithm that goes up to higher

harmonics is not the only efficient data reduction

approach available. The actual functionality may allow

direct fitting using a series whose terms are Hermite

polynomials17 with the argument being a trigonometric

function, although the isomorphic Weber-Hermite func-

tions (the so-called parabolic cylindrical functions18)

could also be used. Both are orthogonal function

systems, and hence introduce computational economies,

albeit different in each case. But the approach of using

the FFT algorithm as Chen et al15 did in their end-stage

renal disease patients, and going up to one higher

harmonic, may have much to commend it. A yet simpler

approach, however, may be to revert to the lost art of

first-transit acquisition in radionuclide angiocardiogra-

phy, where much smaller mathematical challenges exist.

4

In summary, an important or seminal contribution

by Aggarwal et al1 thrusts to center stage the measure-

ment of dyssynchrony, by showing that a 28% increment

in mortality may be discerned by attempting to quan-

titate increased left ventricular dyssynchrony. With this

monumental finding for risk stratification in cardiovas-

cular disease, a hitherto obscure literature is suddenly

thrust to the fore, and one anticipates an exciting period

of critique, of method development, of hypothesis-

building, and of clinical studies in what promises to be

‘‘the dramatic growth phase of a new branch’’19 of

nuclear cardiology.
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